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(i) By employing only SIFT features for detection,
tracking and reidentiﬁcation, the proposed system is
most independent of the employed sensor. Unlike most
other reidentiﬁcation approaches [6, 4, 11], the ISMreidentiﬁcation does not employ sensor speciﬁc features
like color, which makes it applicable for the case of data
acquired in the visible and infrared spectrum.
(ii) The multi-stage approach with increasing computational cost allows for very eﬃcient reidentiﬁcation
since the computational cheap ﬁrst stages can be used
to reduce the amount of data (candidate models from
the database) that has to be considered on the last
stage.
(iii) Compared to most other state-of-the-art approaches like [3, 4], this approach is applicable in real
applications since it is integrated with a detection and
tracking strategy. Speciﬁcally, it does not rely on manual annotation of people like [3, 4] and builds models
for reidentiﬁcation online without an oﬄine training
step like [2, 5].
With this approach, we follow the idea of Jüngling
and Arens [8], but extend the approach to increase
reidentiﬁcation distinctiveness and to overcome inconsistencies in the model building approach. With these
extensions, we are able to distinguish more people and
increase reidentiﬁcation performance. This is documented by an evaluation of the reidentiﬁcation on a
dataset of 60 persons, which is an increase of more than
100% (35 persons) compared to [8]. In contrast to most
other approaches, we here perform an open-set classiﬁcation approach which is the most challenging task
for reidentiﬁcation but conforms with the needs in real
applications. Comparison of the results with those of
other reidentiﬁcation approaches on the same dataset
show that the ISM-reidentiﬁcation clearly outperforms
those other approaches on this dataset. This paper is
outlined as follows. Section 2 introduces the 3-staged
reidentiﬁcation approach. Results of the experiments
can be found in section 3. The paper is concluded is
section 4.

Abstract
An important ﬁeld in today’s computer vision is person centric video analysis. The basis of this person
centric analysis is the detection and tracking of people in video data. In many cases it is not suﬃcient to
track people when they continuously appear in the camera’s ﬁeld of view, but to also reacquire a track after a
person has left a ﬁeld of view and reenters it. In this
paper, we introduce a technique that conducts this person reidentiﬁcation based on SIFT features only. This
approach ﬁts into an Implicit Shape Model (ISM) based
person tracking approach by employing the SIFT features collected during tracking for reidentiﬁcation. The
ISM characteristics of a person are used to perform
reidentiﬁcation in an eﬃcient 3-staged approach which
combines computation eﬃciency with high distinctiveness. The evaluation is performed in an open-set classiﬁcation approach on a public dataset of 60 persons
which was acquired with a thermal camera. Despite
the challenges of person reidentiﬁcation in thermal imagery, the approach shows nearly perfect performance
and outperforms other reidentiﬁcation approaches on
this dataset.

1 Introduction
Object, and more speciﬁc person tracking is an indispensable part of many of today’s computer vision
applications. In many cases, speciﬁcally in areas like
visual surveillance, tracking of a person while it continuously appears in the camera’s ﬁeld of view is not
suﬃcient to build a comprehensive image that allows
for high level video analysis. To build a spatially and
temporally comprehensive representation, a person has
to be reidentiﬁed when reentering the camera’s ﬁeld of
view.
In this paper, we tackle this task of person reidentiﬁcation and propose an approach which is integrated in
a detection and tracking framework and by that seeks
to be applicable in real-world applications. For that,
we build on the Implicit Shape Model (ISM) based person detection and tracking system proposed in [7, 9].
The main idea of this paper is to closely integrate
tracking and reidentiﬁcation by employing the SIFT
features which are used for and collected during tracking for reidentiﬁcation too. Not only the SIFT features are used for reidentiﬁcation, but the TrackingISM characteristics are used to reidentify a person in
an eﬃcient 3-staged approach. This approach consists
of levels of increasing distinctiveness and complexity.
The arrangement of the 3 stages in a classiﬁcation
cascade gains strong distinctiveness in reidentiﬁcation
while being computational eﬃcient. The overall approach has several advantages over existing reidentiﬁcation approaches:

2 Person reidentiﬁcation
We adopt the tracking and detection strategy introduced in [7, 9]. The tracking described there detects and tracks persons by matching SIFT features
extracted from an input image with an appearance
codebook. The important aspect for reidentiﬁcation is,
that, during tracking, short-term feature models of the
tracked persons are built. For reidentiﬁcation, these
are extended to long-term-models that comprise the
whole appearance information of a person. As visualized in ﬁgure 1, these long-term identity models each
contain a number of feature clusters which are built
during tracking. In addition to a SIFT descriptor that
models the appearance of the cluster, the ISM charac499

Figure 1. Identity model generation during tracking.
Figure 2. Model matching in stage 2: codebook
signatures and spatial feature distribution are
matched.

teristic is stored for each cluster. This characteristic
comprises the spatial distribution of features that contributed to the cluster in terms of object center oﬀsets
and the codebook activation vector of the contributing
features.
Using that information, person models are compared
for person reidentiﬁcation in a 3-staged approach. Distinctiveness is increased in each subsequent stage by
including additional information.
Stage 1 uses codebook activation signatures which
are built during tracking for person reidentiﬁcation.
Here, low dimensional (codebook dimension is 216 in
the context of this paper) signatures are to be compared for reidentiﬁcation. This stage has very low computational cost but is rather limited regarding distinctiveness. Distinctiveness is increased in stage 2, where
spatial feature distributions are included in reidentiﬁcation and thereby, the shape of a person is modeled.
Here, computational cost is only increased slightly.
In stage 3, SIFT feature descriptors are matched.
This stage includes the highest distinctiveness but the
biggest computational complexity too. Since the computational cheap stages 1 and 2 can be used to discard
a lot of database models (in case this approach is used
to compare a query model to a database of person models), stage 3 only has to be carried out for a fraction of
all models. Thus the higher complexity on this stage
is acceptable.

2.1

The diﬀerences are normalized with the tracking durations ζT and ηT respectively. X is a constant that is
used to convert the distance into match. The choice of
this constant is uncritical.

2.2

The second stage uses the whole ISM-characteristic
for model matching. This means, that in addition to
the codebook activation of the ﬁrst stage, the spatial
feature distribution is used in matching. By that, feature model distinctiveness is increased strongly while
matching complexity is only increased slightly – each
codebook entry has about 10 entries in the spatial feature distribution which results in 102 comparisons of
2D positions.
The match of two models ζ and η here is determined
by:


N 
|ζn | |ηn |
1 
χ2 (ζ, η) =
X −|
−
| · βS (ζn , ηn ) ,
N n=0
ζT
ηT
(3)
with βS (ζn , ηn ) being the matching condition for the
spatial distributions:

1, if mini,k (disteukl (ζi , ηk )) < δSM AX
βS (ζn , ηn ) =
.
0, else
(4)
δSM AX deﬁnes the upper boundary for spatial distance.
At least one pair in the feature distributions must
have an euclidean distance below that upper boundary. Otherwise, βS (ζn , ηn ) in equation 3 and thus the
activation match for this codebook entry is 0. Note
that the activation diﬀerences in equation 3 have already been computed for all database models in stage
1. Thus, only the comparison of spatial distributions
has to be calculated here.

Stage 1: Codebook signature

The codebook signature of a person is built by combining codebook activations of long-term model feature clusters. The codebook activations of the feature
clusters are gained during person detection (see [7, 9]
for details) and describe a feature in terms of “visual
words” based on SIFT descriptors. The n-th signature
entry Θn is built by summing the activations strengths
of all I clusters θi :
Θn =

I


θi,n .

Stage 2: ISM activation

(1)

i=0

Using these signatures, the match of two person models
ζ and η is the sum of codebook activation diﬀerences:

N 
1 
|ζn | |ηn |
−
| .
(2)
X −|
χ1 (ζ, η) =
N n=0
ζT
ηT

2.3

Stage 3: SIFT descriptor

In stage 3, the SIFT cluster descriptors of the person models are compared. Thus, this stage has the
500

Figure 4. Sample persons of the CASIA C test
set.

computed only if both preceding factors evolve to 1.
This additionally reduces the computational cost since
δD is the computationally most expensive factor.

Figure 3. Model matching on stage 3: SIFT descriptors are matched.
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Evaluation

Evaluation is carried out using the same performance measures used in [8]: False Rejection Rate
(FRR) is the ratio of query persons that are rejected
by the system but in fact are in the database and models in the database. False Acceptance Rate (FAR) is
the ratio of query person that are not in the database
but are classiﬁed as a certain person in the database
and models in the database. Misclassiﬁcation Rate
(MCR) is the ratio of query persons that are classiﬁed as the wrong database person and models in the
database. The Correct Classiﬁcation Rate (CCR) is
the ratio of correct classiﬁcations and models in the
database and by that joins MCR and FRR (CCR =
1.0 − M CR − F RR).

highest person description distinctiveness. The higher
distinctiveness comes with increasing computation demand since sets of 128-dimensional descriptors have to
be compared. The ﬁrst and second stage can be used
to ﬁlter out dissimilar database models and by that
reduce the computational cost on the third stage by
reducing the number of database models that are to
be matched here. In addition to that, computational
complexity in stage 3 can be reduced by employing the
codebook to index features in model matching. This
is shown in ﬁgure 3. For every model cluster of the
query model, the best matching cluster of the database
model is picked. The codebook activation signatures
of the query model feature cluster is used to choose
the clusters from the database models that are to be
compared. Thus, not every cluster descriptor from the
database model has to be matched with a query model
cluster descriptor, but only those that comply in codebook activation. For those clusters that have compliance in codebook signature, the spatial distributions
are matched. Again, compliance is demanded here and
clusters without a match are discarded. By that, the
number of cluster the SIFT descriptors of which have
to be matched can be reduced signiﬁcantly.
Formally, the match χ3 (ζ, η) of a query model ζ with
K model clusters and a database model η is deﬁned by:
K
(βDS (ζk , η))
,
(5)
χ3 (ζ, η) = k=0
ζT + ηT

3.1

Experiments

Experiments are carried out on sequences of 60 persons of the CASIA C dataset [1]. This dataset was acquired by a thermal sensor with a resolution of 320x240
at 25 fps. As the sample images in ﬁgure 4 show, this
dataset is very challenging because neither color nor
rich texture are available to distinguish persons. For
reidentiﬁcation evaluation, we build a database of 50
persons by generating identity models of these during tracking. A second sequence of each person serves
as test sequence. 10 additional sequences of persons
which are not in the database serve as impostors for
the open-set classiﬁcation. In this open-set classiﬁcation, the system has to decide, whether a person has
been seen before and if so, which one. This is the most
challenging task for person reidentiﬁcation but complies with requirements in real-world applications.
Since the discriminative power of stage 1 and 2 is
limited, in a real system, these stages are to be used
only for ﬁltering of dissimilar models. Classiﬁcation
should be performed in stage 3 since this provides highest distinctiveness. In our experiments, we perform
reidentiﬁcation in stages 1 and 2 too to assess the classiﬁcation ability of these stages. Since these stages do
not provide enough discriminative power to perform
an open-set classiﬁcation, a best-match classiﬁcation
without impostor samples is performed here. Results
are reported for evaluation on single frame and on sequence basis. For sequence classiﬁcation, additional
temporal consistency demands are included. For stage
1 and 2, the sequence is classiﬁed as the database model
with the highest single frame match count. In stage 3,

where ζT und ηT are the track durations of the
query and database model respectively. The similarity
βDS (ζk , η) of model cluster ζk and a database model η
is the minimal distance of this cluster and the database
model feature clusters. Here, the match between clusters is composed by the three factors νAC , νS and δD .
νAC and νS implement the gate functions for codebook
signature and spatial distribution match respectively:

1, if mini,k (disteukl (υiS , ψkS )) < δSM AX
,
νS (υ, ψ) =
∞, else
(6)

1, if ∃ υiAC ∈ υIAC , υiAC = ψjAc
νAC (υ, ψ) =
. (7)
∞, else
Thus, in practice, the descriptor distance δD , which
is the squared euclidean descriptor distance, has to be
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Table 1. CASIA C ISM-reidentiﬁcation results.
Stage
1
2
3

Type
Image
Sequence
Image
Sequence
Image
Sequence

FAR
12.2
0

FRR
4.0
0

MCR
26.9
14.0
24.0
8.0
0.8
0

Table 2. CASIA C gait-recognition CCR rates.

CCR
73.1
86.0
76.0
92.0
95.2
100.0

GEI
HTI

A
96%
94%

B
60%
51%

C
74%
85%

D
83%
88%

C, and partially D of the gait-recognition approaches.
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Conclusion

In this article, we introduced an eﬃcient multi-stage
approach for SIFT-based person reidentiﬁcation. The
evaluation in image sequences acquired by a thermal
camera show the good performance of our approach
under the diﬃcult circumstances for person reidentiﬁcation in thermal data. Comparison to other reidentiﬁcation approaches show that our approach clearly
outperforms these approaches even in the more challenging task of an open-set classiﬁcation.

where open-set classiﬁcation is performed, a temporal consistency of 50% is demanded. This means, a
classiﬁcation decision is made only if a query track is
classiﬁed as a certain database person for a coherent interval of 50% the track duration. Otherwise, the query
track is rejected as unknown person. The classiﬁcation
thereby is based on the ratio of best and second best
database match. If this ratio exceeds 1.4 for a frame,
a classiﬁcation decision is made, otherwise this frame
is counted as unknown person.
Table 1 shows the performance of stage 1 reidentiﬁcation. One can see, that the performance on this
stage is very good with a CCR of 73% for single frame
and 86% for sequence classiﬁcation. Although this is
not an open set classiﬁcation, this is a very good performance since this stage has very low computational
costs – only a single vector of size 216 has to be compared for every database model. Another important
fact is, that the correct person is always within the
top 5. This means, that this stage is perfectly suited
to serve as a ﬁlter. In this case, 90% of the models can
be ﬁltered and by that reduce the computational cost
in subsequent stages.
In stage 2, CCR increases by 3% (single frame) and
6% (sequence) compared to stage 1. This is due to the
higher model distinctiveness that is gained by inclusion
of the spatial distribution.
In stage 3, an open-set classiﬁcation is performed.
Under these more diﬃcult circumstances, single frame
CCR is 95.2% at a FAR of 12.2%. When considering
the whole sequence, the CCR increases to a perfect
classiﬁcation rate of 100% with a FAR of 0%.
Since no other appearance based approaches exist
which tackle the more challenging case of thermal data,
we compare these results to the gait-recognition-based
person reidentiﬁcation of [10] which was evaluated on
the same dataset. The CCR of those approaches, the
head torso image (HTI) and the gait energy image
(GEI) are shown in table 2. Here, diﬀerent reidentiﬁcation rates are reported for diﬀerent choices of training
and test data. A: walking speed normal-normal, B:
no backpack-backpack, C: walking speed normal-slow
and D: walking speed normal-quick. In our experiments, we found that our approach is independent of
these issues and the classiﬁcation rates are not aﬀected
either positively or negatively by the choice of training and test data. As one can see, our reidentiﬁcation
approach outperforms their approach by far in stage
3. It is worth noting, that our experiments were more
challenging due to the open set classiﬁcation we performed. Even the computational cheap stages 1 and 2
with 86% and 92% respectively, outperform Tests B,
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